We present some interesting connections between P T symmetry and conformal symmetry. We use them to develop a metricated theory of electromagnetism in which the electromagnetic field is present in the geometric connection. However, unlike Weyl who first advanced this possibility, we do not take the connection to be real but to instead be P T symmetric, with it being iAµ rather than Aµ itself that then appears in the connection. With this modification the standard minimal coupling of electromagnetism to fermions is obtained. Through the use of torsion we obtain a metricated theory of electromagnetism that treats its electric and magnetic sectors symmetrically, with a conformal invariant theory of gravity being found to emerge. An extension to the non-Abelian case is provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
In order to construct covariant derivatives in any curvature-based theory of gravity one must introduce a three-index connection Γ With this condition covariant derivatives such as
transform as true general coordinate tensors, i.e. as
Moreover, given only that the connection transforms as in Eq. (1), the four-index object For pure Riemannian geometry the connection is given by the Levi-Civita connection
and with it the metric obeys the metricity (or metric compatible) condition ∇ µ g λν = 0. However, one is free to add on to Λ λ µν any additional rank three tensor δΓ 
and whether or not the metric obeys the generalized metricity condition∇ µ g λν = 0 depends on the choice δΓ 
a form which follows since δΓ λ µν is a true tensor. Each different choice of δΓ λ µν defines its own geometry, each with its ownR λ µνκ . In the literature two particular choices that will be of interest to us here have often been studied, the Weyl connection
where B µ is a vector field, and the contorsion connection
where
is the Cartan torsion tensor associated with a connection that has an antisymmetric part. The metric obeys a metricity condition whenΓ λ µν = K λ µν , but does not do so whenΓ λ µν = W λ µν . Since one does not have metricity in the Weyl case, one refers to the geometry associated with such a connection as being a Weyl geometry. Reviews of torsion may be found in [1] [2] [3] and a recent review of Weyl geometry may be found in [4] .
Nothing that we know of requires us to consider either of these two choices for δΓ λ µν , and nothing would appear to go wrong if they are not considered. However, they do have certain advantages. Use of the torsion connection provides insights into spin and axial gauge symmetry, and use of the Weyl connection provides insights into vector gauge invariance and conformal invariance. Recently, we have shown [5] [6] [7] that the torsion connection provides insights into both gravitation and electromagnetism, and in the following we show that these developments are interrelated with P T symmetry (P is parity, T is time reversal) and Weyl geometry in a way that will enable us to both metricate electromagnetism and convert Weyl geometry into standard Riemannian geometry. For a review of P T symmetry see [8] .
II. SPIN CONNECTION AND THE DIRAC EQUATION
While one uses the connection Γ λ µν to implement local translation invariance, to implement local Lorentz invariance one introduces a set of vierbeins V a µ where the coordinate a refers to a fixed, special-relativistic reference coordinate system with metric η ab , with the Riemannian metric then being writable as g µν = η ab V 
that will transform as a tensor under both local translations and local Lorentz transformations provided the spin connection transforms as
under
. For a standard Riemannian geometry the spin connection is given by
and with this connection the vierbein obeys metricity in the form D µ V aλ = 0. Finally, when one uses the generalized connectionΓ 
withω ab µ obeying (13) ifΓ λ µν obeys (1) . With respect to the generalized spin connection the vierbein will obey the generalized metricity conditionD µ V aλ = 0 only if the metric obeys the generalized∇ µ g λν = 0. To introduce spinors one starts with the free massless Dirac action in flat space, viz. the Poincare invariant (1/2) d 4 xiψγ a ∂ a ψ plus its Hermitian conjugate (or equivalently (1/2) d 4 xiψγ a ∂ a ψ plus its CP T conjugate), where the fixed basis Dirac gamma matrices obey γ a γ b + γ b γ a = 2η ab (with diag[η ab ] = (1, −1, −1, −1) here). To make this action invariant under local translations one introduces a (−g) 1/2 factor in the measure and replaces γ a ∂ a by γ a V µ a ∂ µ , and to make the action locally Lorentz invariant one introduces the spin connection. Thus, in a standard curved Riemannian space with connections Λ λ µν and ω ab µ , the Dirac action is given by
Following an integration by parts and some algebraic steps I D can be written as
In the case where one has a generalized connection the Dirac action is given bỹ
Following a few algebraic stepsĨ D is found to take the formĨ
With a view to what is to follow below, in (19) we have expressly not taken δΓ λ νµ to be real or Hermitian. Recalling that
we can rewriteĨ D as
As we see, if δΓ λ νµ is in fact real, the only connection that could couple inĨ D would be that part of it that is antisymmetric on all three of its indices. Thus of the two connections of interest to us only the torsion-dependent K λ νµ as evaluated with a real Q λ νµ would couple to the fermion, with W λ νµ as evaluated with a real B µ not being able to couple to the fermion at all [9] . Thus the Weyl connection as introduced by Weyl (viz. one with a real B µ ) could not serve to metricate electromagnetism, and B µ could not serve as the electromagnetic vector potential. As we will show below, we will rectify this by taking the connection not to be Hermitian at all but to be P T symmetric instead.
For the torsion contribution toĨ D with a real Q λ νµ evaluation is straightforward and yields [2]
In the actionĨ D we note that even though the torsion is only antisymmetric on two of its indices, just as required the only components of the torsion that appear in its torsion-dependent S µ term are the four that constitute that part of the torsion that is antisymmetric on all three of its indices. These four torsion components couple to the fermion via an axial vector current, and thus couple not to the electric current but to a magnetic current instead. A possible role for S µ in electromagnetism as an axial vector potential was discussed in [7] , and we will return to the issue below. However before we do this, we need to discuss the relation between P T symmetry, conformal symmetry, and Lorentz symmetry.
III. P T SYMMETRY, CONFORMAL SYMMETRY, AND LORENTZ SYMMETRY
A P T transformation differs from either a conformal transformation or a Lorentz transformation in two significant ways. First it is not a continuous transformation but a discrete one, and second it is not a linear transformation but through time reversal is an antilinear one. Its utility for physics was developed by Bender and collaborators [8] following the discovery [10] that the eigenvalues of the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian H = p 2 + ix 3 were all real. As we thus see, while Hermiticity is sufficient to yield real eigenvalues it is not necessary. With the Hamiltonian H = p 2 + ix 3 being P T symmetric (P xP
, and with E * being an eigenvalue of any P T -symmetric Hamiltonian H if E is an eigenvalue (HP T |ψ = P T H|ψ = P T E|ψ = E * P T |ψ ), it was recognized that one could also get real eigenvalues via P T symmetry. Subsequently it was recognized that the key issue was not the reality of the eigenvalues themselves but of the secular equation f (λ) = |H − λI| that determines them, with it being shown first that if H is P T symmetric then f (λ) is a real function of λ [11] , and second that if f (λ) is a real function of λ, then H must possess a P T symmetry [12] . Since a complex f (λ) would require that at least one eigenvalue be complex, P T symmetry was thus identified as being the necessary condition for reality of eigenvalues.
A benefit of P T symmetry is that with it one can make statements about the eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian just by checking its symmetry structure, not only without any need to determine whether or not the Hamiltonian is Hermitian (which requires studying its behavior at asymptotic spatial infinity to check whether one can drop surface terms in integrations by parts), but without even needing to solve for the eigenvalues at all. Moreover, with P T being a symmetry, one can study the symmetry of every path in a path integral quantization, and thus without actually doing the integration one can know ahead of time that the Hamiltonian of the quantum theory that will result will be P T symmetric if every path integral path is. Since path integral quantization is a completely c-number approach to quantization, it makes no reference to any Hilbert space at all and thus makes no reference to any quantum Hamiltonian at all. Rather, the path integral generates the Green's functions of the quantum theory, i.e. it generates matrix elements of quantum operators. Only after constructing the Hilbert space in which those operators act could one then determine whether or not the quantum Hamiltonian might be Hermitian. With P T symmetry on the other hand one knows a lot about the quantum theory before even starting to evaluate the path integral. In the same way as working not with the Hamiltonian but with the action integral of the Lagrangian has always been beneficial for establishing the symmetry structure of a quantum theory, it is equally so for P T symmetry.
When a Hamiltonian is not Hermitian it is not appropriate to use the Dirac norm, since if |R(t) is a right eigenstate of H then R(t)|R(t) = R(0)|e
is not equal to R(0)|R(0) , with the norm not being time independent. However, if instead of being Hermitian the Hamiltonian is P T symmetric, then one should use a norm involving not the Dirac conjugate of |R(t) but its P T conjugate instead [8] . If we introduce a left eigenstate L(t)| of H, then the appropriate P T theory norm can be written [13] as the time independent L(t)|R(t) = L(0)|e iHt e −iHt |R(0) = L(0)|R(0) . In this way one can obtain unitary time evolution in theories with non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, with it being shown in [13] that P T symmetry of a Hamiltonian is a both necessary and sufficient condition for unitary time evolution, with Hermiticity only being a sufficient one.
A further benefit of the P T theory norm is that in cases where the Dirac norm R(t)|R(t) is found to be of negative ghost state form, a cause for this can be that the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian, with one then not being permitted to use the Dirac norm. Thus rather than signaling that a theory is not unitary, the presence of a negative Dirac norm could be signaling that one is not in a Hermitian theory and one should not be using the Dirac norm at all. There are two cases with negative Dirac norms that have been identified in the literature as being P T theories, with both of their L(t)|R(t) norms then being found to be positive definite. The P T norm has been found to be relevant [14] to the Lee model, and [15] [16] [17] [18] to the conformal gravity theory that we shall encounter below.
While P T symmetry is thus seen to be more general than Hermiticity, as stressed in [8] it is also a physical requirement on a theory rather than the mathematical requirement that H = H † . Indeed, both parity and time reversal symmetries are physical ones that many theories possess, and in relativistic field theory properties of P T invariance carry over to CP T invariance in those cases where P T is not a symmetry but CP T is. As regards Poincare invariance, we note that the Hamiltonian is the generator of time translations regardless of whether or not it might be Hermitian. And as regards Lorentz invariance, we note that the Lorentz group has a PT extension. Specifically, under the combined P T transformation x µ transforms as x µ → −x µ , with P T thus being compatible with Lorentz invariance as P T (but not P or T separately) treats all four components of x µ equivalently [19] .
Moreover, there is an intimate connection between P T symmetry and the structure of the irreducible representations of the Lorentz group. Consider for instance the standard E and B fields of electromagnetism. The E field is P odd and T even, to thus be P T odd, while the B field is P even and T odd, to thus be P T odd also. Lorentz transformations that mix the E and B fields thus mix fields with the same P T . Now the E and B fields transform according to the D(1, 0) + D(0, 1) representation of the Lorentz group. However, this representation is reducible, with the irreducible components being the left-and right-handed E − iB and E + iB. While irreducible under the Lorentz group, as we see under a P T transformation E − iB → −(E + iB) [20] . The six fields E and B while reducible under SO(3, 1) alone are thus irreducible under SO(3, 1) × P T . Exactly the same is true of the left-and right-handed fermions, which respectively transform as D(1/2, 0) and
An analogous pattern occurs for the vector and axial vector currents. For the vector current J µ =ψγ µ ψ we note that J 0 is P even and T even, to thus be P T even, while J i is P odd and T odd, to thus be P T even also. Since the vector current couples to A µ , A µ is P T even. For the axial vector current K µ =ψγ µ γ 5 ψ we note that K 0 is P odd and T even, to thus be P T odd, while K i is P even and T odd, to thus be P T odd also. Since S µ couples to the axial current in the generalized Dirac actionĨ D given in (23), it follows that S µ is P T odd. As well as being able to relate left-and right-handed irreducible representations of the Lorentz group via a discrete P T symmetry, it is also possible to relate them via a set of continuous transformations instead, with the requisite transformations being conformal transformations, viz. precisely those transformations that are relevant to the Weyl geometry of interest to us in this paper. In flat space the conformal group enlarges the 10 parameter flat space Poincare group with its P µ and M µν generators to include five more flat space generators, a dilatation operator D and four conformal generators C µ . With respective constant parameters ǫ µ , Λ µ ν , λ and c µ the 15 generators transform x µ according to
With the 15 infinitesimal generators acting on the coordinates
together they form the 15-parameter SO(4, 2) conformal group, with algebra
The utility of the conformal group is that while timelike, lightlike or spacelike distances are preserved by the 10 Poincare transformations, lightlike distances are preserved by all 15 conformal group transformations, with the light cone thus having a symmetry larger than Poincare. With the flat space free massless particle propagator also depending only on the distance (c.f. 1/x 2 for spin zero scalars and γ µ x µ /x 4 for spin one half fermions), free flat space massless particles possess all 15 conformal group invariances. Theories in which all particles are massless at the level of the Lagrangian and all coupling constants are dimensionless thus have an underlying conformal structure. With conformal invariance being tied in with masslessness at the level of the Lagrangian, to generate masses we would thus have to break the conformal symmetry via vacuum dynamics. Moreover, this is precisely the standard SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1) picture of strong, electromagnetic and weak interactions, where all fermions and gauge bosons have no mass at the level of the Lagrangian and all couplings in the pure fermion gauge boson sector are dimensionless. When we make the conformal transformations local, which we do below, this will lead us to a theory of gravity, conformal gravity (a strictly Riemnannian variant of the Weyl geometry of interest to us in this paper), in which its coupling constants are dimensionless too.
The conformal algebra admits of a 4-dimensional spinor representation since the 15 Dirac matrices
also close on the SO(4, 2) algebra. The group SU (2, 2) is the covering group of SO(4, 2) with the 4-dimensional spinor being its fundamental representation. Thus unlike the Lorentz group SO(3, 1) where a 4-component spinor reduces to its D(1/2, 0) + D(0, 1/2) representations, under the conformal group all four components are irreducible, with the conformal transformations mixing the left-and right-handed spinors, doing so via transformations that are continuous. Since this holds for all spinors no matter what their internal quantum numbers might be, in a conformal invariant theory neutrinos would have to have four components too, with right-handed neutrinos being needed to accompany the observed left-handed ones.
The fact that 4-component fermions are irreducible under the conformal group means that conformal transformations mix components with opposite P T . In [21] we had noted that under a P T transformation a Dirac spinor transforms as P T ψ(t,
, with its conjugate transforming as P Tψ(t, x)T
We now recognize this transformation as being none other than a conformal transformation since γ 2 γ 5 is one the 15 generators of the conformal group. P T symmetry is thus integrally connected with conformal symmetry.
Given the fundamental 4-dimensional representation of the conformal group, by constructing the 4 × 4 * direct product we can make both a 15-dimensional adjoint representation of the conformal group and a singlet. With the 15 Dirac gamma matrices and the identity matrix spanning a general 4 × 4 matrix space, we see that in the irreducible decomposition of 4 × 4 * we have precisely the needed number of independent Dirac gamma matrices. We can thus anticipate that the associated fermion bilinear currentsψΓψ will play a central role in physics, with Γ = γ µ and Γ = γ µ γ 5 being seen to appear inĨ D (c.f. (21)) orJ D , its A µ extension given below [22] . Moreover, from the fundamental 4-dimensional representation we can also make a 6-dimensional representation as the antisymmetric 4 × 4. The six E and B fields fill out such a 6-dimensional representation, and are thus irreducible under the conformal group.
In order to extend the above global conformal symmetry to a local symmetry, we note that while the conformal group has 15 generators no 4-dimensional space can have more than 10 Killing vectors, viz. vectors that obey
Since flat spacetime is maximally 4-symmetric it has 10 vectors that obey ∂ µ K ν + ∂ ν K µ = 0, viz. the 10 K µ that are embodied in
where a µ is a constant four-vector and b µν is a constant 6-component antisymmetric rank two tensor. To account for the remaining five generators of the conformal group we introduce conformal Killing vectors, viz. vectors that obey
is an appropriate scalar function. For flat spacetime we find that with λ being a constant scalar and c µ being a constant four-vector the five K µ that are embodied in
If we now allow a µ , b µν , λ, and c µ to become spacetime dependent, we note that the λ − 2c · x factor in (30) becomes just one general spacetime-dependent function. We thus anticipate having only 11 local symmetries rather than the initial 15 global ones. (This is to be expected since under the global D and C µ transformations given in (25) x 2 transforms as
2 ), with a global C µ being a particular local D. Also, as can be seen from (27), M µν , P µ and D close on an algebra all on their own.) Referring now to the Dirac action
, we see that it possesses four local translation invariances and six local Lorentz invariances (as it of course must since the V µ a vierbeins and the ω bc µ spin connection were expressly introduced for this purpose). However, I D also possesses one local conformal invariance as well, since it is left invariant under
with arbitrary spacetime dependent Ω(x). With this local conformal invariance we find that I D does indeed have 11 local invariances, just as required [23] .
As had been noted above, we could generalize I D to the generalĨ D given in (19) provided δΓ λ νµ was itself a true rank-three tensor. For any δΓ λ νµ that is a rank-three tensor the generalĨ D will still be both locally translation invariant and locally Lorentz invariant. However, requiring that the contribution of δΓ λ νµ toĨ D also be locally conformal invariant will constrain how the fields in δΓ λ νµ are to transform under a local conformal transformation.
To therefore identify the conformal properties needed for the S µ term inĨ D , we note that since the Levi-Civita connection transforms as
a straightforward transformation for the torsion that takes into account its antisymmetry structure is [2, 24]
where q is the conformal weight of the torsion tensor. While the specific value taken by q is not known, we note that since the torsion tensor has to have the same engineering dimension as the Levi-Civita connection, it must have engineering dimension equal to one, with q = 1 (or of course q = 0) thus being a natural choice. However, regardless of this, it was noted in [5] that in fact no matter what the value of q, the Ω(x)-dependent term in (32) actually drops out identically in S µ , with S µ thus having conformal weight equal to zero. Since the term that S µ couples to inĨ D , viz. (−g) 1/2ψ γ a V µ a γ 5 ψ, has conformal weight zero itself (4 − 3/2 − 1 − 3/2 = 0), we thus establish that the S µ -dependent term inĨ D term is locally conformal invariant, just as required.
There is, however, a completely different local way to view the S µ -dependent term inĨ D . Suppose we start with the torsion independent I D and instead of changing the connection at all require that the action be invariant under a local chiral transformation on the fermion of the form ψ(x) → e iγ 5 β(x) ψ(x) with spacetime-dependent β(x). To maintain the chiral symmetry we would need to minimally couple in an axial vector field S µ (x) that transforms as S µ (x) → S µ (x) + ∂ µ β(x), and the resulting action that we would obtain would be precisely none other thanĨ D as given in (23). In such a case we would have to appeal to the zero conformal weight of (−g) 1/2ψ γ a V µ a γ 5 ψ to establish that S µ (x) should have conformal weight zero itself [25] . While inspection ofĨ D alone could thus not tell us whether S µ (x) is associated with a torsionless geometry or with one with torsion, the geometry would still know, since one would have to use either R However, as we will see below, even this distinction will disappear.
In the same way that we could introduce S µ via a local axial symmetry, we could equally of course introduce the vector potential A µ via a local vector symmetry, since on requiring invariance under ψ(x) → e iα(x) ψ(x) with spacetime-dependent α(x) we would need to minimally couple in a vector field A µ that transforms as
With such a couplingĨ D would be replaced bỹ
Given that (−g) 1/2ψ γ a V µ a ψ has conformal weight zero, J D will be locally conformal invariant if, just like the axial S µ , the vector A µ has conformal weight zero too. In fact just as had been discussed in [25] in regard to S µ , the conformal weight of A µ can also be determined from global scale invariance considerations alone. The fact that A µ is not to transform under a local conformal transformation is of significant import since it constitutes a quite major departure from Weyl's original intent that it is to transform non-trivially under a conformal transformation, and we will return to this point below.
Regardless of how it may or may not have been derived, as an actionJ D is quite remarkable as it has a very rich local invariance structure.J D is invariant under local translations, local Lorentz transformations, local gauge transformations, local axial gauge transformations, and local conformal transformations. Moreover, J d is not just invariant under any arbitrary set of local transformations, it is invariant under some of the key local transformations in physics [26] .
Beyond all these continuous symmetries,J D has two further symmetries, namely it is invariant under a discrete P T symmetry and a discrete CT P symmetry. As regards first the P T symmetry, we note that given the P T transformation properties of the fermion fields, the genericψ(
ψ are P T even, whileψγ 5 ψ andψγ µ γ 5 ψ are P T odd. Now we had noted earlier that A µ is P T even and S µ is P T odd. With i∂ µ and iw bc µ both being P T even [in (14) act as an odd P T operator in the
, we see that every term inJ D is P T even. P T symmetry is thus again seen to accompany conformal symmetry.
As regards CP T symmetry, we recall that under CP T we obtain CP T ψ(t, x)T
Trψ (Tr denotes transpose), to find that the CP T and Hermitian conjugates of this expression are equal. We thus establish that I D as given in (16) is CP T symmetric. With both ψV µ a γ a ψ andψV µ a γ a γ 5 ψ being CP T odd, the fullJ D is CP T invariant since A µ and S µ are both CP T odd also (A µ is P T even and C odd, and S µ is P T odd and C even). Minimal coupling is thus fullly CP T symmetric.
For the contribution of δω bc µ =ω bc µ − ω bc µ , we note that the Hermitian and CP T conjugates of (1/2)
These two conjugates will thus coincide if (δω bc µ ) † = −(δω bc µ ) CP T , but not otherwise. With a metricated S µ (and thus Q αβγ ) being Hermitian and CP T odd, and with the iA µ -based connection that we actually use below being anti-Hermitian and CP T even, the metrication of both A µ and S µ studied in this paper is thus fully compatible with both P T symmetry and CP T symmetry.
Given all of these remarks, we see that in general if we wish to consider any specific contribution to the generic connection δΓ λ νµ , each such contribution is constrained in three distinct ways. The contribution to δΓ λ νµ would need to be a true rank-three tensor, it would need to keepĨ D locally conformal invariant, and it would need to keepĨ D P T (and also CP T ) even. Since we have seen that we can introduce S µ either by a local gauge invariance or by a metrication that meets these three requirements, it is natural to ask whether we could do the same for A µ and introduce it by a metrication procedure that meets these three requirements as well. However in order to do so we first need to discuss the relation of S µ to electromagnetism.
IV. THE RELATION OF Sµ TO ELECTROMAGNETISM
While we have related S µ to torsion in the above, S µ can also be related to electromagnetism. If we consider the standard Maxwell equations as coupled to an electric vector current J µ in a standard curved Riemannian background geometry, viz.
we count a total of eight equations. If we wish to obtain all eight of these equations via a variational principle we would need to vary with respect to eight different quantities [27] . As noted in [7] , given the structure of (34) these eight would need to be a vector A µ and an axial vector S µ . In fact one should use these eight potentials if magnetic currents are present. Indeed, recalling the study [28, 29] of the magnetic monopole problem, it is very convenient to introduce
as a generalized F µν . On setting
according to:
(If ǫ 0123 = +1, ǫ 0123 = −1.) Given this X µν , (34) is replaced by
where K µ is a magnetic current, with it being ∇ νX νµ = K µ that is to describe the magnetic monopole sector. On introducing the action
we find that stationary variation with respect to A µ and S µ then immediately leads to (37), just as we would want. Moreover, up to surface terms this action decomposes into two sectors according to
with the A µ and S µ sectors thus being decoupled in the action. Inspection of (39) shows it to be both locally conformal invariant and PT symmetric, again just as we would want [30] . With the usual F 01 = −E x , F 12 = −B z etc. identification of the field strengths, we can give physical significance to the S µ sector by introducing a second set of field strengths
In terms of the field strengths, we find that in flat space with J µ = (ρ e , J e ) and K µ = (ρ m , −J m ), the generalized Maxwell equations given in (37) decompose into the standard sector
and a primed sector
Finally, if we define E TOT = E + E ′ , B TOT = B + B ′ , we can combine (40) and (41) into
Thus even if J m and ρ m can be neglected, it is E TOT and B TOT that are measured in electromagnetic experiments. In terms of P , T assignments, K 0 = ρ m is P odd and T even, to thus be P T odd, while K i = −J i m is P even and T odd, to thus be P T odd also. Consequently, the E ′ field is P odd and T odd, to thus be P T even, while the B ′ field is P even and T even, to thus be P T even also. With E and B both being P T odd, we see that E TOT and B TOT contain components with opposite P T . However, no transition between them could be generated by the action given in (39) since in it the A µ and S µ sectors are decoupled. To obtain any such transitions we could introduce the conformal invariant, CP T invariant couplings A µ K µ and S µ J µ , though P T symmetry would then be lost. The higher order coupling A µ K µ S ν J ν is both P T and CP T invariant.
We summarize the discrete transformation properties of the fields and currents of interest to us in a table
P T P T CP T P T P T CP T
in which we have also listed the properties of ∇ · B, ∇ · B ′ , ∇ · E, and ∇ · E ′ . As we see, only ∇ · B ′ could couple to ρ m , and only ∇ · E could couple to ρ e . The primed sector B ′ is thus needed to provide a coupling to a magnetic monopole ρ m that B itself could not provide.
As introduced above S µ is just an axial vector potential to be used in Maxwell theory, and does not need to possess any relation to the S µ that appears in the fermionic J D given in (33). To establish a relation we recall that when one does aJ D path integration DψDψ exp(iJ D ) over the fermions (equivalent to a one fermion loop Feynman graph) one generates [31], [2] an effective action of the form
where C is a log divergent constant and R µν is the standard (torsionless) Ricci tensor. The action I EFF possesses all the local symmetries possessed byJ D , with the appearance of the strictly Riemannian
2 term being characteristic of a gravity theory that is locally conformal invariant (see e.g. [18, 32] ). Comparing now with (39), we see that, up to renormalization constants, the action I EFF is precisely of the form needed for Maxwell theory, with torsion thus providing a natural origin for the second potential that Maxwell theory needs [33] .
In our work the fermionic action plays a central role. If we start with the free massless Dirac action in flat space, viz. the Poincare invariant (1/2) d 4 xiψγ a ∂ a ψ + H.c., then it is natural to introduce A µ via a local vector gauge invariance, with standard QED being set up this way. However, starting from the same action it is just as natural to equally introduce S µ via a local axial gauge invariance, with a chiral QED then being set up. That this option is not ordinarily followed is because QED is ordinarily discussed without consideration either of setting up a variational procedure for Faraday's Law or of magnetic monopoles. However, one of the arguments in favor of monopoles is to be symmetric between the electric and magnetic currents. But then, if one wants to consider such symmetry one should extend it to potentials that couple to these currents. A second reason not to consider an axial potential is that in QED the chiral symmetry is broken since fermions have mass. Since it is now understood that mass can be induced by dynamics, that objection is no longer valid. Finally, if one does want symmetry between the electric and magnetic sectors, with S µ being able to have a geometric origin, it is thus natural to seek a geometric origin for A µ too. In fact not only is it natural, that is what led Weyl to Weyl geometry in first place.
V. METRICATION OF ELECTROMAGNETISM
Very shortly after Einstein developed general relativity, Weyl proposed a generalization of it that led to a geometric unification of gravitation with electromagnetism. Specifically, Weyl proposed that one augment the LeviCivita connection with the Weyl connection
where B µ is a real field. With the Levi-Civita connection transforming as indicated in (31) under a local conformal transformation on the metric of the form g µν (x) → Ω 2 (x)g µν (x), if one takes B µ to transform as
under a local conformal transformation, the entire connectionΓ and thus on rewriting (45) as
Weyl then proposed that (46) be the electromagnetic gauge transformation under which ∂ µ B ν − ∂ ν B µ is left invariant. With α(x) thus participating in both gravitational and electromagnetic interactions Weyl produced the first unification of gravitation with electromagnetism. Moreover, Weyl referred to g µν (x) → e 2α(x) g µν (x) as a gauge transformation, since it changes the magnitude (dictionary definition of gauge) of g µν . While Weyl's approach engendered the development of many subsequent attempts at a unification of gravitation and electromagnetism, his own particular approach had some concerns. First, with the connection being given by W λ µν the theory did not obey metricity, with the associated covariant derivative of the metric being given by the non-zero and thus non-Riemanniañ
with the geometry in which this non-Riemannian condition was to hold being known as a Weyl geometry. Even though this was an intriguing relation, and even though it was locally conformal invariant one, it meant that parallel transport would be path dependent, with the state of any system at any given moment being dependent on its prior history, a completely unacceptable state of affairs. A second difficulty for the theory was that with conformal invariance known non-zero masses would instead have to be zero. This latter objection has now been overcome by modern ideas on dynamical mass generation, but that was not known at the time. The parallel transport problem, however, has never been fully resolved.
With the development of quantum mechanics it was realized that the phase of a wave function of an electrically charged particle could be complex, and Weyl noted that if one dropped the connection to gravitation one could still use (46) to compensate for a phase change ψ(x) → e iα(x) ψ(x) on the wave function by minimally coupling as ∂ µ − iB µ in the kinetic energy. Even though this would be a change in phase and not a change in magnitude, since (46) was already called a gauge transformation the terminology was retained, and instead the transformation g µν (x) → e 2α(x) g µν (x) was renamed a scale or conformal transformation. Despite the fact that Weyl even found a tensor, the Weyl conformal tensor
in which, remarkably, all derivatives of α(x) dropped out identically under a local conformal transformation on the metric, Weyl geometry was not overly pursued.
With the advent of fermions Weyl geometry encountered yet another difficulty, one which is essentially fatal to it, since, as noted above, if one inserts W λ µν with its real B µ into (19), B µ drops out identically inĨ D . Thus, B µ does not couple to a Dirac fermion at all, and hence it it is simply unable to describe its electromagnetism. Now one would of course initially want to take B µ to be real, since, first, it is to describe the electromagnetic field, and, second, B µ plays the same role in W λ µν as ∂ µ does in Λ λ µν . However, from the perspective of a complex phase invariance on the fermion field, minimal coupling is not of the form ∂ µ − B µ but of the form ∂ µ − iA µ instead, with A µ being Hermitian and iA µ being anti-Hermitian. Moreover, minimal coupling must be of this latter form since if A µ is P T even and ∂ µ is P T odd, one needs the extra i factor in order to to enforce P T symmetry. Now precisely the same reasoning has to apply to the connection, since we had noted above that the connection has to be P T odd (i.e. iΓ λ µν has to be P T even ifĨ D is to be P T even). Thus, with Λ λ µν being P T odd we would need W λ µν to be P T odd too. To achieve this with a P T even and Hermitian A µ we thus replace W λ µν by
with V λ µν being P T odd and anti-Hermitian. Insertion into (19) of V λ µν with its convenient −2/3 charge normalization is then found to lead to none other than the A µ -dependent contribution toJ D precisely as given and normalized in (33), except that now A µ has to have conformal weight zero and not transform under the conformal group at all. Thus with V , and with it acting inJ D just like conventional electromagnetic vector potential in the fermionic sector, in a universe consisting of fermions, gauge bosons and gravitons alone (with mass generation by fermion bilinear condensates), the only place where V λ µν could still be manifest would be inR λ µνκ , i.e. in the gravitational equations of motion should they depend on the generalized connection. Since the only role of V λ µν in the fermion sector is to act as a standard electromagnetic potential, parallel transport of fermions with a dynamics described bỹ J D would be just the same as the conventional parallel transport of fermions in a standard Riemannian geometry in the presence of a background electromagnetic field (and its axial analog [36]). Likewise, parallel transport of gauge bosons would be the same as in standard Riemannian geometry. The only problematic case would be parallel transport of the gravitational field itself.
However, it turns out that even for the gravitational field there actually is no parallel transport problem either, because its dynamics turns out to depend not oñ R λ µνκ at all but only on just the standard Riemann R λ µνκ itself. Specifically, we had noted earlier that when one performs the path integration DψDψ exp(iJ D ) over the fermions one obtains the effective action I EFF given in (43). In this action no generalized connections appear at all (save only that they are buried in A µ and S µ should they be metricated). The effective dynamics induced by fermion path integration only depends on the standard R λ µνκ and on the standard Maxwell action and its axial analog. Thus using fermion path integration as our guide we convert a Weyl geometry into a Riemannian one.
To understand why no dependence onR λµνκ appears in I EFF , (i.e. why there is no dependence on the conformal generalizationC λµνκ =R λµνκ − (1/2)(g λνRµκ − g λκRµν −g µνRλκ +g µκRλν )+(1/6)R α α (g λν g µκ −g λκ g µν ) of the Weyl tensor C λµνκ ), we note that whileR λµνκ , and thusC λµνκ , would be locally conformal invariant if B µ transforms as in (45) under a local conformal transformation, our study ofJ D has indicated that A µ must not transform at all under a local conformal transformation. This leaves as conformal invariant only actions based on the locally conformal invariant, purely Riemannian C λµνκ . Hence with an A µ with conformal weight zero (and analogously for S µ ) the theory is strictly Riemannian and no parallel transport path dependence problem can be encountered. Thus by making two key changes in Weyl's metrication program, namely replacing B µ by iA µ in the Weyl connection and by taking A µ to have conformal weight zero, we are able to not only metricate electromagnetism but to obtain the exact structure that any such electromagnetic metrication must possess. We thus see a dual description of electromagnetism. We can induce it by a local phase transformation on the fermion field in a standard Riemannian geometry or by enlarging the connection to include the Weyl connection. There are no operative distinctions between the two cases, and for either one fermion path integration yields a Weyl-tensorbased locally conformal invariant theory of gravity.
Even though the Weyl and contorsion connections involve fermionic electric and magnetic charge quantum numbers, the pure gravitational sector only involves the Levi-Civita connection. Consequently, the approach we have developed here can naturally be extended to the non-Abelian case. On putting the fermions into the fundamental representation of SU (N )×SU (N ) with SU (N ) generators 
On doing the path integral on the fermions this time we obtain (43) with an unmodified
As an action the effective I EFF contains all the symmetries ofJ D , both all its local ones and its P T and CP T symmetries. However, while I EFF contains the Maxwell action, we note that it does not actually contain the Einstein-Hilbert action, and indeed it could not since the Einstein-Hilbert action is not locally conformal invariant. The gravitational action that I EFF does contain is locally conformal invariant, as it of course would have to be given the local conformal invariance of the underlyingJ D . Thus we see that local conformal invariance is to gravity what local gauge invariance is to electromagnetism, and the two are naturally linked to each other since photons and gravitons both propagate on the conformal invariant light cone. With a fermion transforming as e αRE ψ under a conformal transformation and as e iαIM ψ under an electromagnetic gauge transformation, we thus unify gravitation and electromagnetism by gauging both the real and imaginary parts of the phase of the fermion.
The other unifying feature of the conformal gravity sector and the Maxwell sector actions given in I EFF is that both sectors involve dimensionless couplings alone, so that as quantum theories both are renormalizable. However, because a conformal gravity theory based on
2 ] involves fourth-order derivative equations of motion, the theory had long been thought to possess negative norm states or negative energies. However, detailed examination of the quantization procedure revealed [15] [16] [17] [18] that the quantum Hamiltonian was not in fact Hermitian but was instead P T symmetric, and that when one uses the requisite L(t)|R(t) norm and L(t)|T [φ(x)φ(y)]|R(t) type Green's functions there are then neither negative norm states nor negative energies. Consequently, conformal gravity is a fully consistent and unitary quantum theory of gravity. Interestingly for our purposes here, the key step needed to avoid negative energies was to recognize that the gravitational field g µν had to be an anti-Hermitian rather than a Hermitian field and be a P T eigenstate [37] . Intriguingly, to be able to go from W λ µν to V λ µν Weyl's electromagnetic field B µ had to be reinterpreted in exactly the same way.
Moreover, not only is conformal gravity a consistent quantum gravity theory, there is even some encouraging observational support for it. Specifically, in [38] fits were provided to the rotation curves of 141 spiral galaxies using a universal formula provided by the conformal theory with only one free parameter per galaxy (the standard mass to light ratio of the luminous matter, a parameter that is common to all rotation curve studies). In the fits no need was found for any of the copious amounts of dark matter required of the standard Newton-Einstein gravity treatment of rotation curves. With current dark matter halo studies requiring two free parameters for the halo of each galaxy, to fit the same 141 galaxies dark matter fits require 282 more free parameters than conformal gravity, with the fitting thus currently favoring conformal gravity.
To conclude we note that Weyl's ideas on conformal invariance and unification can still be of relevance today, and could be much closer to conventional fundamental physics than had previously been thought to be the case. 0) and D(0, 1) components with each other when wµν is real, it does not do so if wµν is complex. This is to be contrasted with representations that contain both left-and righthanded components such as D(1/2, 1/2), since here all four components do mix under real Lorentz transformations, and thus continue to do so under complex ones, with the P T transformation that takes xµ to −xµ corresponding to a complex Lorentz transformation with a boost angle iπ. Thus under a sequence of P T transformations and Lorentz boosts with complex boost angle one can transform E(t, x) ± iB(t, x) first into −[E(−t, −x) ∓ iB(−t, −x)] and then into −[E(t, x) ∓ iB(t, x)].
[21] Since P ψ(t, x)P
[22] The scalarψψ and pseudoscalarψiγ 5 ψ will be associated with the fermion condensate mass generating mechanism that is to break the conformal symmetry dynamically.
[23] That ID would have all these invariances is due to the fact that the action (1/2) d 4 x(−g) 1/2 iψγ a ∂aψ + H.c. that we started with before we sought any local structure at all was that of a free flat space massless fermion field, viz. a field that is constrained to propagate on the light cone and thus possess its full conformal structure. However, we should note that transformations of the form ψ(x) → Ω −3/2 (x)ψ(x) in which the argument of the field does not change are initially somewhat different than an x µ → x ′µ = λx µ transformation since under the latter the argument of the field would change from x µ to x ′µ . To see that these two procedures are equivalent it is simplest to consider the free flat space massless scalar field action I = d 4 x(−η) 1/2 η µν ∂µφ(x)∂νφ(x). With the scalar field having conformal weight equal to −1, under a global dilatation the action transforms into
On changing the integration variable to x ′µ the action takes the form
, to thus be invariant. However, if we define a new metric gµν = λ 2 ηµν and a new field φ ′ = λ −1 φ, we can rewrite the action would be locally conformal invariant too, as would then be the generalized Riemann tensor as built from this particular spin connection. [35] It is actually unnecessary to show that the Weyl connection decouples from Fµν , since in generalizing beyond standard Riemanian geometry one can only replace the Levi-Civita connection by a generalized connection in those places where the Levi-Civita connection actually appears. Since the Levi-Civita connection decouples from Fµν in a standard Riemannian geometry where ∇µBν − ∇ν Bµ = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ, there is no Levi-Civita connection to generalize. While this does not matter for the Weyl connection since it would decouple anyway, it does matter for the torsion connection since its asymmetry structure would permit it to couple, with∇µBν −∇ν Bµ then being given by ∂µBν − ∂νBµ + Q λ µν B λ . However, this is not the correct definition of Fµν in the torsion case, and indeed it could not be since it would not be gauge invariant, so even in the torsion case one has to set Fµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ. Moreover, if one then takes the action to be of the form −(1/4) d 4 x(−g) 1/2 (∂µBν − ∂ν Bµ)(∂ µ B ν − ∂ ν B µ ), the Maxwell equations that are then produced by variation with respect to Bµ will only depend on the Levi-Civita connection derivative and be of the form ∇ν (
, to thus be independent of the generalized connection altogether.
[36] While it would be intriguing to give electromagnetism a chiral structure, we need to explain why there is no sign of any axial massless photon. Two candidate explanations were advanced in [7] . Since torsion is intrinsically antisymmetric it was suggested that the torsion sector might be based on hard to detect anticommuting Grassmann numbers. Alternatively, the chiral symmetry could be spontaneously broken with Sµ acquiring a Higgs mechanism type mass. To do this one should embed not just Aµ but also Sµ into a non-Abelian chiral weak interaction such as the SU (2)L × SU (2)R × U (1) type theories discussed in P. D. Mannheim, Phys. Rev. D 22, 1729 (1980) and references therein. An advantage of doing this is that if the theory is broken down to SU (2)L × U (1) by making right-handed gauge bosons very heavy, this would explain the lack of detection to date of the right-handed neutrinos that are required by the conformal symmetry.
[37] If we replace gµν by igµν , and thus g µν by −ig µν (since g µλ g λν = δ µ ν ), then neither the connection nor the Riemann tensor undergo any change. Standard gravitational measurements are thus insensitive as to whether the phase of the gravitational field is real or complex, with the phase only being measurable via interference with another field such as the electromagnetic one.
